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Introduction
SMR = sleeping metabolic rate (during certain period of sleep) 
MOEE = minimal observable energy expenditure (mean energy expenditure 
during lowest 5 min of sleeping metabolic rate)
BMR = basal metabolic rate 

SMR is dependent on gender, age, weight, and mode of feeding 
- higher SMR in formula-fed vs. breast-fed
- formula-fed: shorter duration of REM sleep, longer percentage of time in 

non-REM; formula’s tend to have a higher protein content and contributes 
more to TEF



Rationale 
Purpose: Observe the influence of socioeconomic status on components of 
energy expenditure (MOEE) in breast fed infants 

- BCM group: breast and cow’s milk 
- BM group: just breast milk

Would energy metabolism be influenced by the difference in feeding pattern? 

Hypothesis: In line with differences in SMR and MOEE between breast- and 
formula-fed infants found by others, MOEE would by higher in BCM than in BM 
infants. 



Methods 
● Took place in Pelotas, Brazil - 77 infants 
● Cross-sectional study to assess food intake, growth, total energy 

expenditure, SMR, MOEE in 8 month old breast fed infants
○ each measurement period was 3 weeks for each infant

● Used food questionnaire to classify babies into two groups 
● SMR - measured by respirometry (Deltarac) for oxygen consumption, 

carbon dioxide production, and respiratory quotient
○ done around the time the infants would sleep

● MOEE - assessed as the mean of the 5 consecutive lowest 1-min values 
for energy expenditure

● Measured breast milk intake, H20 turnover (urine samples collected), body 
composition (FFMI, FMI), intake of complementary foods, TEF 



Results
● 35 infants classified as BM, 27 infants as BCM
● Breast milk intake higher in BM than BCM 

○ BCM group: 18 had cow’s milk, 3 formula, 5 cow’s 
and formula 

● the difference in protein intake between BM and BCM
infants was 6.6 g/d (higher values for the BCM infants). 







Discussion/Conclusion
● Energy metabolism increased if infants were fed cow’s milk
● The socioeconomic status of mothers (working or not) did not differ 

between the two feeding groups - did not bias results 
● Conclusion: complementary feeding with cow’s milk appears to increase 

MOEE and SMR in breast-fed infants
○ higher protein intake in the BCM group 
○ bioactive factor in cow’s milk responsible for higher SMR 
○ higher FMI BCM infants suggests that consumption of cow’s milk has 

an effect on body composition as well
○ → relation to the development of obesity later in life



Questions?


